MAJOR IN FILM STUDIES

020E  

6.0 courses

1.5 courses from:
Film Studies:  2250F/G  
              2251E  
              2253E  

1.5 courses from:
Film Studies:  2200F/G  
              3371F/G  
              3373F/G  

1.0 course from:
Film Studies:  2242F/G  
              2243F/G  
              2244E  
              2245F/G  
              2246F/G  
              2247F/G  
              2258F/G  
              3330F/G  

Or any course at the 2200 level or above in Canadian cinema
or an approved course offered by another Department or Faculty
Film:  

2.0 additional courses:  

At the 2100 level or above. No more than 1.0 of these courses may be at the 2100 level.

Film Studies:  
